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(idiom) a

wealthy

and

powerful

person,

especially

a

businessm

an or

politician.



(idiom) in

agreement



(idiom) To take

on a task that is

way to big



(idiom) When you

are mistreated

the same way you

mistreat others.



(idiom) to lead a

life of constant

quarrelling
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Q11. Our PM is received with open arms

wherever he goes.

1. Honourably

2. Promptly

3. Warmly

4. Harmoniously

Solution : 3

With open arms – enthusiastically , 

warmly, happily



Q12. In spite of her severe

accident she took heart and moved

forward.

1. Gathered courage

2. Felt depressed

3. Overcame problems

4. Acted promptly
Solution : 1

Take heart- to gather confidence, 

courage or happiness 



Q13. Trying to find my lost ring in

the college is like looking for a

needle in a haystack.

1. Doing something impossible

2. Making a big deal of a large

thing

3. Doing something secretly

4. Doing something unimportantSolution : 1

Looking for a needle in a haystack-

to search for something that is very 

difficult to locate. 



Q14. Off and on I take a break from

my hectic schedule to refresh

myself.

1. Rarely

2. Seldom

3. Immediately

4. Periodically

Solution : 4

Off and on – periodically, 

intermittently 



Q15. Make a beeline for

1. Make a line for honey

2. Go straight to

3. Stand in a queue

4. Go for freebies

Solution : 2 

Make a beeline for – go straight to



Q16. Till the cows come home

1. For a large part

2. For a long, long time

3. In the evening

4. Till the work is finished

Solution : 2

Till the cows come home – for a very 

long ,indefinite amount of time.



ANTONYMS



Q17. Select the most appropriate

Antonym of the given words.

TENSE

1. relaxed

2. stiff

3. close

4. strained

Solution : 1

Tense - not relaxed,stressed



Q18. Select the most appropriate

Antonym of the given words.

PERTURB

1. Fluster

2. Soothe

3. Confound

4. Commend Solution : 2

Perturb - to disturb, to

bother

Soothe - to restore to

ease/comfort



Q19. Select the most appropriate

Antonym of the given words.

COMPLY

1. Consent

2. Defer

3. Adhere

4. Oppose

Solution : 4

Comply - to agree,to

consent or conform



Q8. Select the most appropriate

Antonym of the given words.

SOGGY

1. dry

2. gloomy

3. broken

4. unfit

Solution : 1

Soggy - soaked with

moisture



Home Work




